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ABSTRACT 
Airborne microbiological concentrations within pharmaceutical cleanrooms are determined by 
sampling and to maximise the detection of any airborne microbes, it is essential that the sampling is 
undertaken in locations where there is greatest contamination risk using air samplers that have a 
verified and appropriate performance. Sampler performance can be assessed by review of both the 
physical and biological collection efficiencies that are determined by testing. The physical collection 
efficiency is the ability to collect particles of various sizes and the biological collection efficiency 
assesses the collection of viable microbes that includes the losses caused by the physical collection 
efficiency and the detrimental effect that the sampling has on the viability of the captured microbes. 
Due to the limitations of the established biological collection efficiency test method, this efficiency is 
only determined for microbes of sub-micron size which are not representative of the larger microbe-
carrying particles typically present with cleanrooms.  
Samplers with a low physical collection efficiency for sub-micron particles are likely to have a poor 
performance when this test method is utilised and, in an attempt, to remove this bias from the testing 
the ‘biological efficiency’, is often reported. This is a measure of the likelihood that any captured 
microbes would survive but is often mistaken for the biological collection efficiency and samplers may 
be utilised in the false belief that they have an appropriate performance. This article provides 
information regarding air sampler performance testing and reviews the test results reported by the 
same independent specialist testing company, therefore negating issues resulting from different 
testing methods, for three different air samplers. The results that are used to determine the ‘biological 
efficiency’ are examined to provide information relating to the biological collection efficiency of each 
sampler and to also provide additional information relating to the physical collection efficiency. 
Improvements to enhance the air sampler testing procedures, to enable a better direct comparison of 
the performance of different samplers, are suggested.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Microbial air sampling is performed in cleanrooms and clean zones to determine the airborne microbial 
concentrations and for licensed pharmaceutical and healthcare applications, the airborne 
concentrations limits are specified in the regulatory authority guidelines ¹. The sampling results are 
utilised to confirm that the specified operational cleanliness levels have been attained and are also 
likely to be utilised to support the release of any manufactured product. For well controlled 
cleanrooms, airborne microbial concentrations will be low and for critical clean zones are expected to 
be effectively zero. The limitations of environmental monitoring to provide comprehensive data that 
confirms full control of the environment throughout all operational activities is well understood. For 
example, consider a unidirectional airflow (UDAF) clean zone that is supplied with air at a velocity of  
0.45 m/s through a 2 m² entrance plain. For a 4 hour work period, a total of 12960 m³ of air is supplied 
and a single 1 m³ sample, taken over a 20 minute period, is only 0.008% of the total volume of the 
supplied air and represents only 8.3% of the time of the full work period. With further consideration 
for the localised nature of UDAF, which does not distribute contamination throughout the 
environment, this very limited information would be further compromised if the air sampler is located 
where there is no risk of product or critical surface contamination. A formal risk assessment method, 
that utilises the correct risk factors that relate to microbial contamination, has been shown elsewhere 
²,³ to effectively identify the activities that present the highest risk of contamination, and can be 
applied to determine the most meaningful operational monitoring locations.  
 
The sampler utilised at the identified locations must have an appropriate and verified performance in 
order to maximise the effectiveness of the monitoring programme. However, an air sampler that has 
a poor performance would have limited ability to capture and recover airborne microbes and may 
incorrectly confirm that the required cleanliness standards have been achieved. The performance of 
many air samplers is poor and  considerably variable with reported collection of the micro-organisms 
in the environment ranging from about 22% to over 99% ⁴. The testing requirements for the verification 
of air sampler performance are discussed further in the following sections. 
 
2 REQUIREMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR MICROBIAL AIR SAMPLERS 
 
The regulatory authority expectations are that the sampling method and equipment used should be 
fully understood and the recovery efficiency of the chosen sampling method should be qualified. 
Procedures for sampler validation are detailed in informative Annex E of BS EN 17141 ⁵. (Note; This 
standard is an update of ISO 14698-1:2003 ⁶ and BS EN ISO 14698-2:2003 ⁷ which include sampler 
validation requirements, and has replaced both in Europe and the UK). This validation tests for both 
the physical and biological collection efficiencies and to assess the overall performance of a sampler, 
both sets of tests need to be carefully considered as they give very distinct information. Due to the 
complex activities required, the validation of a sampler is likely to be carried out by an independent 
specialist testing company. It is expected that the results are provided by the manufacturer of the 
sampler, and reviewed as part of the assessment to determine if the sampler is appropriate for the 
intended application. The testing is now considered in further detail. 
 
Physical Collection Efficiency 
The physical collection efficiency relates to the ability of the sampler to collect particles of various sizes 
and measures the collection of inert particles and is influenced by the air inlet and the separation 
efficiencies. The air inlet efficiency is a function of the air inlet design and its ability to collect particles 
from the air in a representative way and transport them to the impaction nozzle. The separation 
efficiency is the ability of the sampler to separate and collect particles of different sizes from the air 
stream by impaction onto the collection medium. The physical collection efficiency is the same 



whether the particles are microbe-carrying particles (MCPs), unicellular microbes or non-viable 
(inanimate) particles and will vary according to the size of the collected particle.  
 
The physical collection efficiency can be determined experimentally and is based on the physical 
characteristics of the sampling device such as airflow, orifice shape, orifice size and the number of 
orifices. The d₅₀ (cut-off size) describes the aerodynamic or equivalent particle diameter at which 50% 
is removed from the airstream and impacted onto the media. A simplified formula to calculate the d₅₀ 
value (in μm) ⁸ is shown in the equation 1; 
 

 
where;  
40 is the constant factor for air viscosity (°C)  
Dh is the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the air inlet nozzle(s) (mm)  
U is the impact velocity (m/s). 
For a circular (sieve) opening, Dh is the hole diameter. For a rectangular slit, the equivalent hydraulic 
diameter will be approximately twice the slit width. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has also been 
shown to be an effective method for the determination of d50 values.  
 
A suitable test method makes use of particles of different sizes, adjusted by the addition of potassium 
iodide as a bulking agent, containing spores of Bacillus atrophaeus NCTC 10073 or ATCC 9372 strain 
which survive the collection conditions, including the use of potassium iodide. To obtain the 
concentrations of spores in the test chamber, a membrane filter (such as cellulose nitrate) is used as a 
reference sampler. The concentration obtained from the test sampler is compared to the 
concentration from the membrane filter over several particle sizes, from sub-micron to 15 μm, over 
numerous tests, giving an indication of the 50% cut-off size for the sampler. The physical collection 
efficiency is calculated using equation 2; 
 

 
Biological Collection Efficiency 
The biological collection efficiency assesses the ability of a sampler to collect viable microbes each of 
which can form a colony forming unit (cfu). It includes the losses caused by both the physical collection 
efficiency (the physical loss) and the effect that the sampling has on the viability of the microorganisms 
(the biological loss) due to stressing during collection and dehydration of the media.  
Experimental work to determine the biological collection efficiency requires a test chamber and 
involves the generation of a suitable test strain of micro-organisms that have a survival rate susceptible 
to the collection conditions. Staphylococcus epidermidis (NCTC 11047; ATCC 14990) can be used, as 
this is representative of the (skin) microbial contamination typically found in cleanrooms, and an 
appropriate reference sampler. Membrane filters are the most physically efficient sampling method 
available, hence their selection for the determination of the physical collection efficiency. However, 
Staphylococcus epidermidis is a fragile microbial agent, and after sampling onto a dry, desiccated, 
(cellulose nitrate) membrane filter, it is unlikely to survive, and so it is an ineffective method for 
sampling viable microbes. This is not such a problem for the physical efficiency tests that use extremely 
hardy bacterial spores but is a major issue for the biological collection efficiency testing and an already 



qualified alternative to a membrane sampler, such as an impaction sampler, can therefore be used as 
a reference. Unlike for the physical tests, bulking agents cannot be utilised to adjust the size of the test 
aerosol as a high solid content within the bacterial suspension would lead to the bacterial particle 
embedded within the other solids which could either give an unrealistic protective effect or if 
potassium iodide was used, would most likely have some inactivation influence. As such the growth 
suspension of the Staphylococcus epidermidis is diluted in water to make a spray suspension, the water 
of which evaporates almost instantaneously, leaving a dry (unicellular) particle of a sub-micron size. 
The biological collection efficiency therefore relates specifically to sub-micron microbes which are not 
representative of the larger MCPs present in cleanrooms which have an average aerodynamic 
diameter of about 8 µm to 12 µm ⁹, ¹⁰, ¹¹. However, as an alternative to the aerosol chamber method, 
Annex E of BS EN 17141 states that a simplified laboratory method could be carried out in an 
operational premises so that the tests are performed with naturally occurring micro-carrying particles 
and not with artificial aerosols. The tests need sufficiently high airborne microbial concentrations to 
ensure the corresponding number of organisms captured on the growth media provides meaningful 
data. The sampler under investigation, is compared to a qualified, reference method such as an 
impaction sampler that has a known good performance. For both methods, the biological collection 
efficiency is calculated using equation 3; 
 

 
 
Considerations for the ‘Biological Efficiency’  
The issue with the testing to determine the biological collection efficiency is that the sub-micron 
aerosol that is used can be challenging for many test samplers to capture and if the reference sampler 
used has a lower d50 (cut-off size) than the sampler under test, it could significantly outperform it, due 
to it being physically more efficient at collecting a sub-micron aerosol. To remove the physical 
efficiency bias from this test, the sampler ‘biological efficiency’ is sometimes reported. This is a test 
chamber method and utilises a mixed sub-micron aerosol of both Staphylococcus epidermidis (white 
plate colonies) and Bacillus atrophaeus (orange plate colonies) organisms and instead of directly 
comparing the number of microbes recovered at the same time by the test sampler with those 
recovered by the reference sampler, the ratio of recovered Staphylococcus epidermidis (Se) and 
Bacillus atrophaeus (Ba) organisms is determined for both samplers. The ‘biological efficiency’ is then 
reported as the Se/Ba ratio for the test sampler compared to the same ratio for the reference sampler 
without consideration for the physical efficiency of the sampler, which is determined through the 
physical efficiency tests, across a range of particle sizes. The biological efficiency is determined as 
shown in equation 4. 
 

 
 

It should be noted that the biological efficiency is not required for the sampler validation and is 
therefore not included in informative Annex E of BS EN 1714. This provides some information regarding 
the likelihood that any captured microbes would survive, by consideration of the number of sensitive 
(Se) organisms that are recovered compared to highly resistant (Ba) organisms. However, it does not 
provide any information regarding the ability of a sampler to actually recover airborne microbial 
contamination i.e. the biological collection efficiency. For a sampler that recovers very low numbers of 
microbes, it is likely that it could still present a (Se/Ba) ratio that, when compared to the same ratio 
determined for the reference sampler, which actually recovers a much larger number of microbes, will 
give a reasonably high biological efficiency value. This high ‘biological efficiency’ is often mistaken for 



the biological collection efficiency and air samplers may be utilised in the false belief that they are 
appropriate for monitoring well controlled environments where the microbial airborne concentrations 
are low. However, the testing data can be re-interpreted to provide some information relating to the 
biological collection efficiency and, if not available, information relating to the physical collection 
efficiency for sub-micron particles. This is now illustrated by comparing the testing reported for three 
different air samplers.  
 
Comparison of Testing Data for Different Air Samplers 
Details relating to three different samplers, two slit to agar units with rotating plate heads and a sieve 
sampler with a fixed plate head are shown in table 1. Also included is the reference Casella sampler, 
utilised by the testing company. An initial assessment of the performance of each sampler was 
completed by a review of the air samplers manufacturer’s data, following testing of each sampler by 
the same independent specialist testing company, that reported the ‘biological efficiency’ for each 
sampler and also the physical collection efficiency for two of them. The testing was completed 
according to the methods described in the previous paragraphs and this information is shown in table 
2 where it can be seen that testing of the physical collection efficiency was not requested for sampler 
C. The ‘biological efficiencies’ (referenced as the ‘testing company method’ in table 2) have been 
calculated for all three samplers from the ratios of the total numbers of recovered Staphylococcus 
epidermidis (Se) and Bacillus atrophaeus (Ba) organisms when compared to the same ratio for the 
reference sampler. An example of the full testing data completed by the specialist company for the 
determination of the biological efficiency is shown in table A1 in Annex 1, for air sampler A. Figure 1 
Contour plot for time taken for 6 log reduction to be achieved in a capping isolator 
Table 1 Air samplers evaluated 

 
a. At the stated sampling flow rate and calculated according to the method described by Ljungqvist 
and Reinmüller ⁸. 
 
 



Table 2 Air sampler performance completed by testing company 

 
Ba - Bacillus atrophaeus, Se - Staphylococcus epidermidis 
a. Casella is the reference slit to agar sampler utilised by the testing company 
 
Biological and Physical Collection Efficiencies Determined from Testing Data 
It can be seen from table 2 that the ‘biological efficiency’ has been reported for each sampler but this 
does not provide information relating to the biological collection efficiency that better determines the 
suitability of the sampler for use in well controlled cleanrooms. 
However, using the testing data, the concentrations of Staphylococcus epidermidis recovered by each 
sampler can be compared with the reference sampler and the biological collection efficiency, for the 
sub-micron size of the aerosolised microbes utilised, can be determined. Similarly, the Bacillus 
atrophaeus concentrations can be utilised to provide some information regarding the physical 
collection efficiency, which again relates to the size of microbes recovered. Shown in table A2 of Annex 
1, is an example of the accumulated recovered microbial counts derived for sampler A and also for the 
reference Casella sampler. With a knowledge of the air sampling rates and sampling times and shown 
in table 1, the sample volume can be determined and the resultant number of recovered microbes 
normalised to a 1 m³ volume to enable comparison with the reference sampler. This information is 
summarised in table 3 for all three test samplers. 
  



Table 3 Air sampler performance derived from testing data 

 
Ba - Bacillus atrophaeus, Se - Staphylococcus epidermidis  
a. Casella is the reference slit to agar sampler utilised by the testing company 
 
 
Discussion of Testing Results 
It can be seen from table 1 that sampler C has the lowest impact air velocity and hence the lowest d50 
value which is significantly lower than the corresponding value for samplers A and B. As the physical 
collection efficiency of sampler C was not requested from the testing company, it is reasonable to 
assume that, with considerations of the physical collection efficiencies determined for samplers A and 
B shown in table 2, if tested for sampler C, would have been found to have a low value. This is 
supported by the testing data shown in table 3 for sampler C where it can be seen that despite a higher 
sampling rate (50 l/min) compared with the reference Casella sampler (30 l/min), a sampling time (2 
min) that was 4 times greater than that utilised for the reference sampler (0.5 min) was required in 
order for it to capture sufficient microbes. Even under these sampling conditions, the resultant number 
of recovered microbes was greatly reduced compared with the number recovered by the reference 
sampler. However, similarly for samplers A and B, with the sampling time the same as that used for 
the reference sampler, the recovered numbers were actually much higher than recovered by the 
reference sampler. Consequently, when the recovered numbers of microbes were utilised to 
determine the biological collection efficiency and also provide some information regarding the physical 
collection efficiency, both of these values for sampler C were found to be 7.3% and 5.3% respectively 
and therefore extremely low when compared to the reference sampler. In contrast, and as anticipated 
from the information shown in table 1, the corresponding values determined for samplers A and B 
were 254% and 226% respectively for the biological collection efficiency and 228% and 159% 
respectively for the physical collection efficiency. A review of table 2 however indicates that sampler 
C had the highest reported ‘biological efficiency’ value (183%) compared to samplers A and B (125% 
and 150% respectively) and if the ‘biological efficiency’ was considered to be indicative of air sampler 
performance, such samplers may be used in the false belief that they would be suitable for monitoring 
within well controlled cleanrooms.  
The overall effectiveness of a microbial air sampler must therefore be determined from a review of 
the both the physical and biological collection efficiency test results. If the sampler has a high biological 
collection efficiency (measured for microbes of sub-micron size), then by review of the physical 
collection data, an assessment can be made regarding the likely biological collection efficiency for 
larger MCPs found within cleanroom environments. This is shown in table 2 for samplers A and B where 
it can be seen that the physical collection efficiencies remain reasonably consistent across the range 



of particle sizes tested and it is considered that the biological collection efficiency would be retained 
for the collection of larger MCPs.  
However, a further consideration relates to the sampler impact velocity of the sampled air and the 
functionality of the sampler head, which may remain static or can have speed controlled rotation, on 
which the media plate is located. A fixed head sieve sampler that has a high impaction velocity may 
also have a correspondingly high physical collection efficiency but it may have a poor biological 
collection efficiency. This is because the microbes captured onto the static agar surface are 
continuously exposed to the desiccating effects of the sampler airflow at the point of impaction 
throughout the entire sampling process. Conversely, many sieve type samplers that use lower 
impaction velocities have very poor physical collection efficiencies at small particle sizes, but due to 
the associated less aggressive collection process, are more likely to retain the viability of the captured 
microbes. Slit samplers that have rotating heads are effective in offsetting the effect of the high 
impaction velocities as the captured microbes are moved away from the impaction zone, reducing the 
effects of the agar desiccation. Consequently, slit samplers with high impact velocities that also utilise 
rotating head technology are the preferred option as microbial air samplers. 
The test method outlined in BS EN 17141 to determine the physical collection efficiency is able to utilise 
resistant microbes, associated with various sizes of particles, the collection of which are evaluated 
relative to a reference membrane sampler. Unfortunately, this robust testing approach that provides 
information for microbe-carrying particles of various sizes, relative to a definitive reference device, 
cannot be utilised for the biological efficiency testing. In this case, another air sampler needs to be 
utilised as the reference instrument due to the fragile nature of the test organism that will be 
compromised by impaction onto a membrane filter and also the need to test with aerosols that provide 
sub-micron size test organisms. The use of another air sampler as a reference instrument presents 
significant issues as different testing companies may not utilise the same reference sampler making 
direct comparisons between tested air samplers difficult. The use of sub-micron test organisms also 
presents significant issues, as the performance cannot be determined directly for larger MCPs and an 
indirect assessment needs to be made utilising the physical efficiency testing information. If the 
physical testing is not available, this may therefore lead to the introduction of other reported testing 
parameters, such as the ‘biological efficiency’, that may present misleading information regarding the 
suitability for use of the sampler for the intended application. Significant improvements to the test 
could therefore be made if a standard reference device (not another air sampler) that does not 
significantly compromise the recovery of the captured microbes could be utilised. A gelatine type filter, 
that has a soft, moist surface could provide such a suitable test medium and is readily available and 
relatively simple to use. Furthermore, if the testing could also be completed in a suitable environment, 
under more normal conditions using naturally occurring airborne MCPs, a direct measurement of real 
life performance would be possible, avoiding the need for the characterization of efficiency against 
particle size, obtained from the physical collection efficiency tests. 
 
3 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
In order to provide effective microbial monitoring, the sampling should be completed in locations 
where the risk of contamination of product, critical surfaces or the environment is greatest. The air 
sampler used must have an appropriate and verified performance that can be determined by 
consideration of both the physical and biological collection efficiencies which are derived 
experimentally. The physical collection efficiency testing provides robust information, as it is able to 
utilise resistant microbes, of various particle sizes, the collection of which are evaluated relative to a 
constant reference membrane sampler. The physical testing needs to be completed because the 
biological efficiency testing is not as robust and can only be determined for sub-micron sized microbes, 
that are not representative of the larger size of microbe-carrying particles typically present within 



cleanrooms. Consequently, the physical testing results then need to be reviewed to indirectly 
determine the likely biological collection efficiency for the larger microbe-carrying particles. If the 
physical efficiency testing is not completed, other testing parameters, such as the ‘biological 
efficiency’, may be reported that may present misleading information regarding the performance of 
the sampler for the intended application.  
It is therefore concluded that if improvements to the biological collection efficiency test method could 
be made, significant enhancement to the effectiveness of the sampler performance evaluation process 
would be achieved. It is recommended that the test procedure investigates the possibility of the 
utilisation of a constant reference sampler, such as a gelatine membrane filter (instead of a microbial 
air sampler) that does not have a significant effect on the viability of the collect microbes. Furthermore, 
consideration should be given to completing the testing in an environment using naturally occurring 
airborne MCPs, so that a direct measurement of real life performance would be possible.  
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ANNEX 
 
Example Testing Information for Sampler A, PinPoint Scientific ImpactAir -140 
 
Table A1 Air Sampler Testing Results, Biological Efficiency 

 
 
Ba - Bacillus atrophaeus, Se - Staphylococcus epidermidis 
 
Table A2 Calculation of Microbial Counts per m³ 
 

 
Ba - Bacillus atrophaeus, Se - Staphylococcus epidermidis 
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